Still using empty tubes?

Structure matters.

It’s time to rethink nerve repair.

Avance® Nerve Graft is the only commercially available processed human nerve allograft for bridging peripheral nerve discontinuities and was developed based on the principle that the human body created the optimal nerve structure for regeneration.
Rethink nerve repair.

Empty nerve tubes

- Empty tubes provide only gross alignment of the nerve.
- Repair with an empty nerve tube relies on the formation of a fibrin bridge; cell migration & axonal extension occurs within and is restricted by the thinnest cross-sectional area of the bridge.
- In empty nerve tubes, a fibrin bridge may not form or may break down during regeneration, which can result in failed repair or neuroma.
- Tube material degrades over time.

Avance® Nerve Graft

- Avance® Nerve Graft provides the micro-architecture of human peripheral nerve.
- The 3-dimensional architecture inherent to the nerve is maintained to provide structural support for regenerating axons. Proprietary processing clears cellular and noncellular debris providing a clear pathway for regeneration.
- Avance® Nerve Graft supports cellular migration and axonal growth.
- Avance® Nerve Graft provides an organized and continuous scaffold across the full length of the gap.
- Graft revascularizes and is remodeled into the patient’s own tissue.

The strengths and limitations of empty nerve tubes should be considered when evaluating nerve repair treatment options. Empty nerve tubes can be effective in gaps under 5 mm however reliability diminishes in gaps above 5 mm. In a peer reviewed published clinical study of empty nerve tubes, 100% meaningful recovery was reported in gaps of less than 5 mm1 however other studies found 34% of repairs failed for gaps of 5 mm or greater1, 35% of repairs had tube related complications3 and 31% of repairs required revision in gaps 2.5 – 20 mm (sensory, mixed, motor)4.


Images contained herein are graphic representations of repairs with empty nerve tubes and repairs with Avance® Nerve Graft. Photographs of micro-architecture are actual SEM images of Avance® Nerve Graft.
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